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MIXTURE OF EXPERTS ARCHITECTURES 
FOR NEURAL NETWORKS AS A SPECIAL CASE 
OF CONDITIONAL EXPECTATION FORMULA 

JIRI G R I M 1 

Recently a new interesting architecture of neural networks called "mixture of experts" 
has been proposed as a tool of real multivariate approximation or prediction. We show 
that the underlying problem is closely related to approximating the joint probability den
sity of involved variables by finite mixture. Particularly, assuming normal mixtures, we 
can explicitly write the conditional expectation formula which can be interpreted as a 
mixture-of-experts network. In this way the related optimization problem can be reduced 
to standard estimation of normal mixtures by means of EM algorithm. The resulting pre
diction is optimal in the sense of minimum dispersion if the assumed mixture model is true. 
It is shown that some of the recently published results can be obtained by specifying the 
normal components of mixtures in a special form. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Mixture-of-experts architecture typically consists of two parallel feedforward net
works having the same real input vector x G RN: a network of "expert" units 
performing prediction of some output vector y € RK and a gating network which 
weights the outputs of expert units to form the overall output. 

The original heuristic idea was to simplify e. g. a complex problem of linear re
gression by dividing the input space into smaller regions and solving separately the 
presumably less complex regression tasks within the input subsets. Thus, by proper 
switching between the regions, the global functioning could achieve the quality of 
locally optimal solutions ("local experts"). This original "divide and conquer" prin 
ciple was generalized by introducing "soft" gating allowing for "soft" partitioning of 
the input space (cf. [5, 8, 13, 14]). The resulting prediction can be expressed by Eq. 

M 

»(*)= £ M a O y(<Mm) (L1) 
m = l 
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where gm(x) represent the M gating (weight-) functions and y(x,0m) the corre
sponding "locally" optimal predictions. The composite prediction formula (1.1) has 
further been generalized by introducing hierarchical structures (cf. [6, 7]). 

Optimization of the mixture-of-experts networks is a difficult problem. Roughly 
speaking, the recently published techniques combine EM algorithm with sofisticated 
gradient- and regression methods. In practical problems the reported computational 
results appear to be satisfactory (cf. e.g. [5, 8]). 

From a statistical point of view the underlying problem can be formulated as a 
prediction of a real random vector Y given the value x G RN of a random vector 
X. If the joint probability density functions P(xy y) is known then we can write the 
optimal minimum-dispersion prediction formula in terms of conditional expectation 

y(x) = E[Y\x] = JyP(y\x)dy, (1.2) 

P ( y | x ) = ^ p p(*) = jP{*,y)*y> *eR" (-.3) 
It appears that the optimization methods for mixture-of-experts architectures 

locally approximate the conditional expectation (1.2) by means of different regression 
or gradient techniques. An alternative possibility is to approximate the unknown 
probability density function P(x,y) by a mixture. The corresponding conditional 
expectation can be expressed explicitely by Eq. similar to the composite prediction 
formula (1.1). Thus, if the assumed model is true, the involved parameters are 
optimal in the sense of minimum dispersion and can be easily derived from that of the 
estimated mixture. In this way the complex optimization problem can be reduced to 
standard estimation of mixtures by means of EM algorithm (cf [1, 2]). We show that 
some of the recently published mixture-of-experts architectures realize prediction 
equations which can be obtained as a special case of conditional expectation formula 
for normal mixtures. 

The present approach can also be viewed as a modification of probabilistic neural 
networks based on distribution mixtures (cf. [3, 4]). 

2. PREDICTION BASED ON NORMAL MIXTURES 

We denote z = (xT,yT)T the compound (N + A')-dimensional column vector and 
assume that the unknown probability density function P(z) can be approximated 
by a normal mixture 

P(z)= J2 wmF(z\fim,Em), zertN+K\ (2.1) 
m£M 

where F(z\tim, E m ) are normal densities with the means / im and covariance matrices 
E m , m G M , M = { 1 , 2 , . . . , M } . 

Considering the following partition of fim and E m in accordance with the com
ponent vectors x and y 

>—{£)• =•=(£ £)• <2-2 ) 
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we can easily verify the well known formula for the marginal density 

P(x)= Y^ wmG(x\cm,Am)y (2.3) 
m€M 

G(x\cmyAm) = ni^ ^ i 4 x exp< —Ax - cm)TAm
l(x - cm) 

i 

VlT(27r)"detAm) 

and for the conditional probability density 

P(y\x)= ] T lm(x)H(y\um,Um), (2.4) 
m£M 

H(y\um, Um)= ^ ^ ^ ^ e x p { - I ( y - umfUm\y - um)}. 

Here um and Um denote means and covariance matrices respectively 

um = dm + VmAm\x - c m ) , Um = Bm- VmAm
lVT (2.5) 

and 7m (x) are the conditional weights 

, _ . _ u ; m G (x |c m ,A m ) 
7 m ( x)"T.^M^G^\ci,Aiy

 ( 2 - 6 ) 

Making substitution in the prediction formula (1.2) we obtain 

V(x) = __ Tm(») / yI^(y|wm,'7m)dy 

meA< 

= _ _ lm(x)[dm + VmAm
1(x-cm)]. (2.7) 

Let us recall that, in view of the composite prediction formula (1.1), the parenthe
sized linear expression corresponds to the locally optimal output of the rath expert 
unit which is weighted by the expression Jm(x) produced by a gating network. In 
terms of the original heuristic idea the "soft" weights Jm(x) divide the input space 
into "soft" hyperellipsoids to simplify the local regression tasks. 

Let us note that the parameters of the prediction formula (2.7) directly follow 
from the estimated normal mixture (2.1) while other optimization methods (cf. e. g. 
[5, 8, 13, 14]) usually have to solve (weighted) least squares problem for each expert 
unit separately. In practical problems, the quality of results may be different because 
of the different criteria. However, it should be emphasized that in case of a true 
mixture model (2.1) Eq. (2.7) represents the optimal minimum-dispersion solution 
of the underlying problem. 
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3. COMPARISON WITH OTHER APPROACHES 

Comparison of the conditional expectation formula (2.7) with some recently pub
lished results reveals considerable similarity. We show that the heuristically moti
vated solutions can be obtained usually as a special case of the Eq. (2.7) by choosing 
the components of the joint mixture (2.1) in a special form. 

Thus e.g. Jacobs et al [5] (see also Xu and Jordan [13]) consider a mixture-of-
experts architecture characterized by probabilistic weights gm(x) and by a constant 
local prediction 0m: 

M , v 

y ( * ) = J > m O - ) 0 m , gm(x)= J 1 * (3.1) 
m=l E.-.lP.O'O 

The parameters are optimized by applying gradient ascent to the criterion 

M Ґ 1 Ì 
Ьg £ í 7 m ( * ) e x p | - - | | y - 0 m | | 2 } (3.2) 

It can be seen that the prediction formula (3.1) corresponds to conditional expecta
tion of the joint mixture 

M 
P(X'V) = £ JfPm(x)F(y\0m,n) (3.3) 

m=:l 

having uniform weights and product components, whereby the densities pm(x) are 
not specified and F(y\9m, II) denotes normal density Af(9m, II) with the mean 0m 

and unity covariance matrix II. 
Obviously the mixture model (3.3) is rather restrictive in comparison with the 

general normal mixture (2.1). Nevertheless, if appropriate and correctly estimated, it 
implies the optimal minimum-dispersion parameters of the prediction formula (3.1). 

Xu et al [14] (see also Ramamurti and Ghosh [8]) consider a mixture-of-experts 
architecture with normal gating functions gm(x) and a linear local prediction formula 
y(x,Qm) = emx, i.e. 

y(x) = J2 9m(x)(emx), gm(x) = ^ ( ^ ^ m ) ( 3 4 ) 

Here P(-\CJ,AJ) « N(CJ,AJ) are normal densities and 0 m is a matrix. In [14] 
the optimization procedure is based on EM algorithm combined with iteratively 
reweighted least squares. On the other hand relation (3.4) can be obtained as con
ditional expectation from the general normal mixture 

M 

P(x, y)=J2 w™p(x> y^™, S m ) (3.5) 
m = l 
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where 

(3.6) -~~{V2 UZ)' ^m-\dZ)' Qrn-VmAm\ 
provided that 

dm = VmAm-cm for all m = l , 2 . . . . , M . (3.7) 

As the last conditions are generally not satisfied the composite prediction formula 
(3.4) would not be optimal because of the missing constant prediction term. 

Let us remark further that, by grouping the components of the mixture P(y\x) 
(cf. (2.4)), we obtain prediction formula which corresponds to the hierarchical 
mixture-of-experts architecture. Indeed, considering a partition of the index set M 

M={jMjt J = {1,2,..., J) (3.8) 
jeJ 

we may define the first- and second level weights gjm(x) and gj(x) 

9jm(x) = ^ M , 9j(x) = ~~ lm(x), j E J (3.9) 
W W mlMi 

and finally we obtain the prediction formula 

y(*0 = E &(*) £ 9jm(x) [dm + VmAm\x - cm)\ (3.10) 
j'J meMj 

which is similar to that of Jordan et al (cf. [6], p. 185 and also [7]) and even more 
general in certain sense. However, in our case, this formula is equivalent to that of 
the nonhierarchical mixture of experts (2.7). From this point of view the usefulness 
of hierarchical mixtures of experts becomes questionable. 

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Let us recall that all the parameters involved in the prediction formula (2.7) can 
be derived from the mixture (2.1) and therefore the optimization procedure can be 
reduced to estimating normal mixtures by means of EM algorithm (cf. [1, 2, 11, 12]). 

Let us note that, in case of general covariance matrices, we can obtain ill condi
tioned matrices E m in the iterative equations of EM algorithm. To avoid numerical 
problems we can remove the singular components or regularize the obtained matri
ces, e. g. by adding small positive constants to eigenvalues of matrices (to preserve 
the covariance structure of data). However, any such manipulation may violate the 
monotone convergence of EM algorithm in the immediately following iteration [2]. 

Another computational problem relates to estimation of the initial components of 
mixtures. In practical situations a method based on successive adding of components 
could be useful: For a given M we iterate the EM algorithm until reasonable con
vergence. Then we add a new sufficiently "flat" randomly placed component with a 
relatively high initial weight (e. g. WM+I = 0.5). Continuing computation we obtain 
again a monotonely converging sequence of values of the log-likelihood function for 
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the new enlarged mixture. In this way there is a chance to find out the data regions 
not sufficiently covered by the previous set of component densities. The increased 
initial weight W M + I helps the new component to "survive" in competition with the 
old well "fitted" components. The adding of components may be continued until the 
weight of the new component is repeatedly suppressed despite the increased initial 
value. 

(Received December 18, 1997.) 
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